Snow Family Photograph Collection, ca. 1880-1960

PCA 154

ACQUISITION: Corrine Kenway of Juneau donated the Snow Family papers and photographs that reflect three generations in Juneau. Most of the views were donated to the library in November 1979. Additional photos were added in 1991/1992. Manuscripts form a separate collection, MS 38.

ACCESS: The collection is unrestricted.

COPYRIGHT: Request for permission to publish or reproduce material from the collection should be discussed with the Librarian.
Biographical Note

George Thornton Snow and Anna Edes Rablen Snow moved their two children, Montgomery and Crystal, from Washington Territory to Alaska in 1887 to perform in local Juneau theater. The entire family, including George's brother, Joe, and the children worked and/or performed in the theaters around Alaska and in Victoria, B.C. In 1894 they crossed the Chilkoot Pass to Fortymile. They built Snow's Opera House in Circle City, Alaska. In 1910, George and Anna moved to Seattle for Anna's health and when George died, August 25, 1925, Anna returned to Juneau where died November 13, 1943.

Crystal Snow Jenne (daughter) served twice in the Alaska Territorial Legislature and also as Juneau's postmistress. Crystal married Dr. Charles P. Jenne, a Juneau dentist, and had three children: Corrinne, Phyllis and Charles (Bud). Later, Corrinne Jenne Kenway, Crystal Snow Jenne's daughter, served as Assistant Postmaster, Juneau.

Scope and Content Note

The collection includes photos of Juneau, Sitka, Fairbanks and other Alaskan towns as well as locations in the Yukon. The collection is arranged by subject and photos are numbered consecutively through all subjects. Includes images of the Yukon Order of Pioneers (YOOP), Juneau and Douglas people, the Snow family, the Jenne family, portraits of men, women and groups, theatre views, actors and actresses, the Juneau landslide of January 2, 1920, buildings, Fourth of July celebrations, and scenics.

Inventory

1-4. [Fourth of July parade scenes, Juneau.] (Case)

5.  [Fire at Juneau wharf.] (Winter and Pond)

6.  [Boat next to grassy bank and 2 women standing on shore.]

7.  [Side view of vessel GOLDEN ROD with mountain background.]

8.  [Two masted ship at Juneau wharf.]

9.  [Possibly mining buildings in a snow-covered basin.]

10.  [Icebergs, Castineaux (sic) from Juneau, Alaska.] (W.H. Case)

11-13.  [Mendenhall Glacier views, ca. 1912-1917.]  

14a. Mendenhall School, with Crystal Snow, Teacher, December 4, 1913.
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14b. [Similar to 14a.]

15. [Federal and Territorial Buildings, later Capitol, Juneau.] (850-E Robinson)

16. [Federal Building, Juneau.] (T. M. Davis)

17. [Early view of Governor's mansion, ca.1923.] (Curtis & Miller, Seattle 29035)

18. [Early view of Juneau harbor with icebergs in foreground.]

19. Gov. Road, Salmon Creek, [with man and horse and carriage]. (W.H. Case 763)

20. [Early view of Gov. Road.]

20a. Goldstein's Emporium, Juneau 11-30-14 (Winter & Pond Company)

21. [Panorama of Juneau from Mount Roberts hillside.] (Frank H. Nowell, Seattle 18601)

22. [Interior of Louvre Saloon.] (Winter and Pond)

23. Juneau team and Wrangell Baby Elks, October 16, 1920. (J.E. Worder)

24. [Dr. Charles P. Jenne (Crystal's husband) holding horn, standing behind drum on right.]

25. [Theater group on stage in Juneau. George Snow gray-haired man in foreground.] (Winter & Pond)


29. [Caribou, Yukon Territory, view of town from water, 5-30-14.] (L. E. M.)

30. [Baranof Hot Springs; view looking down at town.]

30a. [Tenakee Springs street scene.]

31. Skagway Cornet Band, of Skagway, Alaska, who use and recommend the
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instruments made by the C.G. Conn Co., Elkhart, Ind. as the best on earth. [Monte Snow, 2nd row, second from right].

32. [Lincoln Street, 1892. Sitka, Alaska.]

33. [Church/school ? house in Sitka.]

34-35. [Houseboat the Dentist, at Sitka. Dr. Jenne learned dentist trade on S.S. DENTIST from his stepfather, Dr. Thomas White.]

36. [Strawberry patch at Sitka, possibly Dr. Georgeson at the Sitka Agricultural Station.] (Curtis & Miller 29049)

37. [Eagle, Alaska, July 1925.] (C.L. Andrews)


40. [Mendenhall Glacier, no date.]

41. [Nugget Creek, Juneau, dam construction.]

42. Whaling Station. (C.P.J.)

YUKON TERRITORY

43. White Horse Bone Yard 5-30-14. [five riverboats on land]. (L.E.M.)

44. River at White Horse 5-30-14. (L. E. M.)

45. [Unidentified community of log houses.]

46. [Bennett, Arctic Saloon foreground, church in background.]

47. Only ranch on W.P. & Y. RR. [view of a log faced barn structure with a small corral in back].

48. Mounted police barracks [cluster of small log faced dwellings, with a fenced stockade on the left].

YUKON ORDER OF PIONEERS (YOOP) PHOTOS

49. George W. Carmack. [Portrait of Carmack wearing a YOOP sash].
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50. [Group of Alaska-Yukon Order of Pioneers in front of a log building, one woman is seated in center. Group #2 A.Y.P.]

51. [Nine YOOP members pose with Seattle No. 2 banner. George Carmack sits left of the banner; George Snow is on the right of the banner.]

**PORTRAITS OF JUNEAU/DOUGLAS PEOPLE**

52. [Portrait of Harold Raynolds, standing.] (Winter & Pond)

53. [Portrait of Ellen Calhoun Back, no date.]

54. [Portrait of Al Gurr.] (Winter & Pond)

55. [Portrait of a baby, possibly named Berry.] (Winter & Pond)

55a. "Barty" [Same as #55.] (Winter & Pond, Juneau, Alaska)

56a. [School room, Sitka, Alaska, ca. 1910.]

56b. [Similar to #56a.]

57. [Similar to #56a. & 56b.]

58a. [Two men and one woman pose for a portrait. Woman is probably Lou Crockett Robinson.]

58b. [Lou M. Crockett, October, 1904. [Friend of Crystal Snow Jenne's from school in Sonora area (Berkeley).] (Herpick, Seattle)

59. [Probably a portrait of Lou Crockett Robinson.] (W. H. Case)

60. [Family portrait, Mrs. Lou Crockett, Mr. Crockett?, two boys, girl and baby.] (Winter & Pond.)

61. [Group of 10 men and one little girl in front of an American flag, John F. Pough and Monte Snow are seated to the right of the small girl.] (Case & Draper)

62. [Portrait of Anna Snow.] (W. H. Case)

63. [Frank Calhoun as a child with a dog.] (Winter & Pond)

64. [Unidentified man, possibly an engraving styled portrait.] (Winter & Pond)
65. [Frank Berry family portrait, with Mrs. Berry and son Royal] (Winter & Pond)
   See also: ASL-P485-2-03, image adjusted by Jim Geraghty

66. [Young man standing, Mr. Peters?] (Winter & Pond)

67. [Valerie Llewillyn Pearce, age two-years old. The Pearce's were friends of the
   Jennes'.] (Winter & Pond)

68. [Portrait of young man, possibly Colonel Winn.] (Winter & Pond)

69. [Portrait of an unidentified man, studio scene 1887.] (Winter & Brown)

70. [Lockie MacKinnon and R. George Miller.]

71. [Juneau, Alaska, girl's basketball team, ca.1906. Belle Goldstein center front row.]

72. [E.J. Kirchoffer and Mrs. Dore of Skagway, standing outdoors in a small garden.]

73. [George T. Snow wearing a "Buffalo Bill" outfit.] (Winter & Brown 1887)

74. [Fortymile, 1894. Mrs. Healy, T.C. Healy, Mary Andrews, later Mrs. Tom Ashby,
   posed in fur parkas next to a dog sled. The Healy's were friends of the Snow
   family; See also #s 110-112 and #604 for interior of cabin.] (Arctic Studio)

75. [Portrait of an unidentified Native man.] (6340)

76. [Portrait of an unidentified Asian girl, posed in traditional clothing.]
   (E.W. Merrill, Sitka)

77. [Eight adults, seated at a table, drinking G.H. Mumms Champagne.]
   (B.B. Dobbs)

SNOW FAMILY - ANNA & GEORGE, JOE

78. Anna E. Snow, Organizer of the "Ladies of the Golden North" (Grady, Seattle)

78a. [Same as #78.]

79-82. [Portraits of Anna Snow, later in life.]

83. [Portrait of Lyman Snow, son of Monte.]
84. [Portrait of George Snow 1914, wearing a YOOP sash.] (Musket, Seattle)
85. [Similar to #84.] (Musket, Seattle)
86. [Portrait of Joe Snow, brother of George Snow.]
SNOW FAMILY--THEATRICAL VIEWS

87-89. [1892, Monte and Crystal Snow dressed in colonial costumes.] (Paris Panel, Boyd, Seattle)

90-91. [Crystal Snow in Colonial Costume.] (Paris Panel, Boyd, Seattle)

92. [Monte Snow in Colonial Costume.] (Paris Panel, Boyd, Seattle)

93. [Monte & Crystal Snow in costume.] (Paris Panel, Boyd, Seattle)

94. Josiah Scraggs, with a flinty heart Jos. A. Snow [man posed in a duster jacket, with folded hands]. (Paris Panel, Boyd, Seattle)

95-97. [Portrait of George Snow.] (Bushnell)

98. [Crystal & Monte Snow stage production.] (Winter & Brown 1887)

99. With Snow Family [Three women dressed in waiter costumes, tipping their hats, similar to #159.]

100.[George Snow in Navy costume.] (Bushnell San Francisco)

101.[Same as #100.]

102. George T. Snow, Feb. 8, 1905 [seated on a chair, formal pose]. (Bushnell San Francisco)

103. Wing Lee, heap washee.... Montie A. Snow [unidentified man dressed in a Chinese costume].

104. Joe Sauni - An iron hand in a silken glove ....George T. Snow [Man posed in a Western costume, next to a gold pan].

105. J.A. Snow as Heindrick Vedder in Rip Van Winkle [Man posed in a sailor suit]. (McMurray Photo)

106.[Same as #105.]

107. Mr. & Mrs. George T. Snow as Rip and Gretchen [couple posed in theatrical stage, wearing costumes, tinted view].

107a. [George T. Snow as Rip with Monte in Rip Van Winkle.] (McMurray Photo)

108. Mrs. George T. Snow as Gretchen in Rip Van Winkle. (McMurray Photo)
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109.[Crystal Snow portrait.]

CRYSTAL SNOW AS A CHILD AT CIRCLE CITY, 1895

110."Forty Mile" (sic), two children on sled, next to a log cabin, Crystal and Monte?]

111.Arctic Studio 40 mile (sic) [Monte and Crystal in a dogsled, See also #74 and #604 for interior of cabin].

112.[Same as #111.]

113.Crystal B. Snow, age 11 at Circle City, Yukon, 1895 [Wearing mukluks, posed next to a white dog].

114.[Same as #113.]

115.[Same as #113.]

CRYSTAL SNOW AS A YOUNG WOMAN

116."Yours in Song" Crystal B. Snow [Crystal posed as a concert artist, Fairbanks, 1910].

117.[Portrait of Crystal Snow in suit with fur hat, collar and muff.]

118.[Casual portrait of Crystal B. Snow.] (Harrington, Sonora, California)

119-120. [Same as #118.]

JENNE FAMILY

121.[Charles P. Jenne, wedding portrait.] (Musket, Seattle)

122.[Crystal Snow, wedding portrait.] (Musket, Seattle)

123."Love to Grandma from Corrinne, age 3", portrait of Corrinne Jenne Kenway.]

124.[Bertha S. White, mother of Charles Jenne, holding grandchildren, Corrinne and Bud Jenne.]

125.[Portrait of Phyllis Jenne as a child.] (Winter & Pond Juneau)

126.[Corrinne Jenne as a child.] (Winter & Pond Juneau)
127. [Corrinne Jenne as an infant.] (W.H. Case Juneau)

128. [Charles J. "Bud" Jenne as an infant.] (Elite Studio Juneau)

129. [Charles P. Jenne, portrait.]

130. [Charles P. Jenne in dentist office, Juneau, Alaska.]

131. [Charles P. Jenne posed in reception room at his office, Juneau, Alaska.]

132. Elks convention in Boston - Dr. Charles P. Jenne of Julian (sic), Alaska and J. W. Asch, of Honolulu, at Elks Convention. Mr. Asch is Chief of police in Honolulu. (Keystone View Co. Inc. of N. Y.)

133. [Crystal B. Snow Jenne as postmaster.] (J. Malcolm Greany)

134. [Portrait of Crystal probably mid 40's with her children, Corrinne, Phyllis and Bud.] (Home Portraiture, Seattle)

135. [Crystal Snow Jenne portrait, later in life. This photo was used when she ran for the House of Representatives in 1936.] (Winter & Pond)

136. [Crystal Snow Jenne portrait, later in life.]

137. [Portrait "To Grandma White and Uncle Art with love from Corrinne", Corrinne Jenne Kenway as young woman.]

**PORTRAITS OF WOMEN**

138. [Damaged view of a woman with an upsweep hairstyle, wearing a dark dress.] (Notman Photo Co., Boston & Cambridge)

139. Miss Jackson [Tinted photo, woman with brown hair, wearing a dark net dress].

**PORTRAITS OF MEN**

140. [Unidentified older man with a beard.] (W. L. Cornell, Traveling photographer)

141. [Portrait of a young man wearing a suit.] (Boyd Seattle)

142. [Tinted photo of young man wearing a blue/white striped tie, blue suit.] (Bushnell)

143. ["Compliments of E. H. Hauibo" c/o Charles Milne, Vancouver, British Columbia]
April 12, 1891, two young men in suits, posed in a studio. (Lauderking Photos Juneau)

144. [Portrait of Joe Snow posed in a tuxedo.] (Bushnell of San Francisco & Oakland)

145. [Similar to #144.]

146. [Unidentified portrait of a young man.] (Bushnell of San Francisco & Oakland)

147. [Same as #146.]

148. [Unidentified middle aged man in suit.] (Otto Sarony Co., New York)

149. [Portrait of Monte Snow as a young man.] (Hawes, Butte, Montana)

**PORTRAITS - GROUPS**

150. [Family portrait, three adults, two babies, Anna Snow sitting on chair with young Crystal on her lap and young Monte on floor, probably 1885.] (Boyden, Nanaimo, B. C.)

151. [Wedding picture of a bride and groom with a wedding party. Seated left to right: John T. Rablen (Anna's youngest brother), Lily Fowls Rablen. Standing left to right: Lily's Aunt Lottie Easton, Lottie's fiance', Fred Heckman, Willy Fowls (Lily's brother), Crystal Snow, age 15, 1899.] (Sears, Sonora, California)

152. [Left to Right: Malcolm Cowan, Olive Rablen, William Henry Rablen.] (Sewell, San Francisco)

153. [Portrait of Annie Firmia.] (Ed. A. Williams, San Francisco)

154. "Fanghon" The Cricket [young girl, posed on a fence holding a bird]. (McMurray Photo, Port Townsend)


156. Grace Brandon, her Sister ......Miss Edith Douglas [portrait of an unidentified young woman in a theatrical costume].

157. Mary Brandon, with no mother to guide her...Anna E. Rablen [unidentified woman, similar to #156].

158. [Portrait of a woman posing with a washboard.] (John Swart, photographer)
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158a.  [Three girls in white dresses, see #99 for a similar view.]

**MEN IN COSTUME**


160.[Theatrical headshot of George Snow in a western costume.] (Bushnell, San Francisco & Oakland)

161.[Similar to #160.]

162.[George T. Snow, theatrical headshot wearing a Western costume, similar to #160.]

163.[George T. Snow as a young actor, Dawson, Yukon; founder of the Alaska-Yukon Order of Pioneers.] (Bushnell, San Francisco & Oakland)

164.[Similar to #163.]


166.[White haired man with mustache wearing a knee length coat, possibly George T. Snow.]

167. Major Henry Clay Britt, always dry ......E. J. Dally [promotional photo of an older man posed in Western dress, next to a gold pan and pick].

168.[Harold Raynolds portraits.]

169.[Two men in a mining pose, the man standing may be Joe Snow.] (Harrison Bros. Juneau)

170.[Minstral show scene, eight people "Compliments of McMillan Photographer, Jackson California, January 1st, 1900 at Jackson".]

**"OUR GANG"**

171a.  [Promotional photo of "Our Gang" cast members, advertising for potential new cast members]
SNOw FAMILY

[These photos were added to the collection in 1991/1992. Quoted material is from writing on the verso of each photo, probably written by members of the Snow family.]

171b. [Promotional photo of Joe Cobb, cast member of "Our Gang"][.]

172. [Collection of George T. Snow's Grand Army of the Republic (G.A.R.) medals.]

173. Sitka, ["Courting canoe?", Crystal Snow met her husband Charles P. Jenne in Sitka.] (C.P.J)

174. [Joe Snow.]

175. [Corrinne Jenne.]

176. [Phyllis and Charles "Bud" Jenne.]

177. [Dr. Charles P. Jenne.]

178. ["Out for a hose bath," Corrinne and Charles J. "Bud" Jenne.]

179. [Corrinne and Charles "Bud" Jenne.]

180. [Corrinne Jenne, Age 3.]

181. [Crystal Snow Jenne, kneeling on right; Corrinne Jenne, sitting on left, front; two children with white hats, bud and Phyllis.]

182. [L. to R. Dagmar Georgeson, Crystal Snow Jenne, Mrs. Adams; child unidentified Dorothy Goddard?) probably in Sitka.]

183. [Possibly Crystal Snow Jenne, back to camera.]

184. [Crystal Snow Jenne.]

185. [Dr. Charles P. Jenne, back row, left.]

186. [Possibly Crystal Snow Jenne, left.]

187. [Crystal Snow Jenne.]

188. [Dr. Charles P. Jenne, right; Crystal Snow Jenne, second from right; possibly Joe Snow on left holding Corrinne Jenne.]
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189. [Anna Snow with Georganne and Joe (Monte's children).]

190. ["Phos." (Phyllis Jenne) and Harvey McDill.]

191. [Harry, Herbert, Elvin "Buddy," Amelia, Marie, Crystal Snow Jenne, Mabel "Dillie" (Monte's wife).]

192. [Crystal Snow Jenne, second from left, Phyllis, Corrinne, Bud, L. to R. from Crystal; Ruth Pearce? to the left of Crystal.]

193. [Crystal Snow Jenne, fourth from left; Bertha White Jenne, third from left, mother-in-law to Crystal, photo probably taken in Coupeville, Washington.]

194. [Bud Jenne on right.]

195. [Bud Jenne on left.]

196. [Anna Snow and Rachel Snow? (Monte's daughter).]

197. [Crystal Snow Jenne with Bud, Corrinne, and Phyllis.]

198. [Crystal Snow Jenne, woman on left holding Bud, Corrinne in front seat?]

199. [Dr. Charles P. Jenne, holding Corrinne.]

200. [Crystal Snow Jenne, lower right; Dr. Charles P. Jenne, upper left; "Ah Pete," Mrs. Peters, Juneau teacher and family friend for three generations.]

201. [L. to R. Phyllis, Corrinne, Bud Jenne]

202. [L. to R. Phyllis, Corrinne, Bud Jenne]

203. 4th July parade, Juneau [Elks members, B.P.O.E., Dr., Charles P. Jenne, back seat of car on left]. (Elite Studio 562)

204. P-9, [fourth of July parade?, Elks members, B.P.O.E., Dr. Charles P. Jenne, center].

205. [L. to R. Anna Snow, George T. Snow, unidentified; at house in Seattle bought for the Snow's by Crystal.]

206. [L. to R. Anna Snow, George T. Snow, unidentified; at house in Seattle bought for the Snow's by Crystal.]

207. [Anna Rablen Snow.]
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208. [Crystal Snow Jenne with her children, L. to R., Bud, Phyllis, Corrinne.]

209. [Charles P. Jenne at his hand-built cabin, Lena Point, Juneau, Alaska.]

210. [Crystal Snow Jenne at the Lena Point cabin, Juneau, Alaska.]

211. 4th July parade, Juneau [Elks members, B.P.O.E., Dr. Charles P. Jenne, back seat of car on left.] (Elite Studio, 567)

212. [Elks members, B.P.O.E., Fourth of July parade?, Dr. Charles P. Jenne?, right side, third person back.]

213. [Phyllis Jenne.]

214. ["Mutt" Crystal Snow Jenne?]

215. [Dr. Charles P. Jenne, center behind wicker chair; Jenne family gathering? Bertha White, Dr. Jenne's mother, top row, fourth from left.] (C.P.J.)

216. [Monte Snow, working at a newspaper.]

217. [Crystal Snow Jenne.]

218. [Anna Rablen Snow.]

219. [L. to R. Virginia Kenway (Corrinne's daughter), Crystal Snow Jenne, Corrinne.]

220. [L. to R.: Corrinne (Crystal's daughter), George T. Snow, Georganne (Monte's daughter), ca. 1924-25.]

221. [Crystal Snow Jenne, seated third from left.]

222. [L. to R. Lulu Fairbanks and Crystal Snow Jenne at Grand Igloo, Juneau, 1965. (Pat Oakes)]

223. [Mother's Day, May 10, 1953, L. to R. Corrinne, Crystal Snow Jenne, Phyllis.]

224. [L. to R. Joe Snow?, George T. Snow, Monte.]

225. [Crystal Snow Jenne, center; possibly at Agricultural Experimental Station in Sitka where she worked as a secretary; possibly Dr. Georgeson's daughters or students with Crystal; Dr. Georgeson was the Agricultural Station's manager.]
226.[Old Opera House; Circle City; The Snow family performed here in 1895-1896; the Opera House was built by the Snow family.]

227.[L. to R. Crystal Snow Jenne, Katie Torkelson Alexander Hurley.]

228.[Front row Lidya Kasheveroff, Mrs. Kasheveroff, "Yours truly" (Crystal Snow), back row Mrs. Georgeson, Dagmar Georgeson.]


230.[Crystal Snow Jenne.]

231.[Corrinne, Charles P. Jenne, Crystal S. Jenne, Ruth Pearce, Valerie Pearce, George Pearce.]

232.[Charles P. Jenne, Corrinne, Crystal Jenne.]

233.[Crystal Jenne, Corrinne, Charles P. Jenne; "This is as far as we could go in Mexican Territory."]

233a. [Crystal Snow Jenne, holding Corrinne; at U.S.-Mexico boundary.]

234.[Crystal Snow Jenne (holding Corrinne?); "This was taken at Monterey or rather Pacific Grove."]

235.[Crystal S. Jenne, Corrinne Jenne; "Taken at the Santa Barbara Mission where the Indians used to wash?".]

236.[Crystal Jenne, Corrinne.]

237.[L to R. Crystal Snow Jenne, Corrinne, Charles P. Jenne; "Just before we left Palo Alto."]

238.[Crystal, Corrinne.]

239.[Crystal Snow Jenne.]

240.[Lou Robinson?, holding child; "3 mos., 4 days, 11 1/2 lbs."]

241.[Phyllis and Bud Jenne with dog.]

242.[L. to R. Mrs. Chambers, Crystal Snow, Carroll Rablen, 1906, may be at Rablen ranch in California where Crystal was born.]
243.[Crystal Snow and Monte Snow in theatrical costume/pose.]

244.[L. to R. Crystal Snow Jenne and Alice "Tattoo" Nowell.]


246.[Sunday school on S.S. NORTHWESTERN, Crystal Snow Jenne, front row, seated with legs crossed; Corrinne, directly behind Crystal; Ruth Pearce, behind Corrinne?]  

247.[Charles P. Jenne, back row, left?]

248.[Dr. Charles P. Jenne.]

249.[Crystal and Monte Snow?, ca. 1894-1895.]

250.[George T. Snow.]

251.[Crystal Snow Jenne, 1906, Age 22, "This is very natural, Crystal".]

252.[Crystal Snow Jenne, third from left, Teacher's College?]

253.[Crystal Snow Jenne, May 30, '08.]

254.[Crystal Snow Jenne.]

255.[National Assoc. of Postmasters, NAPUS, National Convention in San Francisco, Crystal Snow Jenne, right side, third back in black outfit; left side, Alice Brusich/Ward Cove.]

256.[Crystal Snow Jenne.]

257.[Monte Snow.]

258.[L. to R.: Anna Snow, Crystal Snow Jenne, George T. Snow, at Seattle house Crystal bought for her parents.]

259.[Monte Snow.]

260.[Crystal Snow Jenne.]

261.[Crystal Snow, Sitka, 1911 to 1913.]

262.[L. to R. Monte holding Rachel?, Dillie holding Lyman?, Joe (standing), Georganne (seated on ground), Crystal holding Phyllis, Corrinne, Bud.]
263. [L. to R. Crystal Snow Jenne, Charles P. Jenne, George T. Snow, Anna Snow, Dillie, young Joe, old Joe.]

264. [George T. Snow in theatrical costume.]

273.

274. [Possibly old Joe Snow (man without beard).] (Original negative: Stored in Oversize Negative box in Cooler - Room 227B 50°C Storage)

275. [Joe Snow.]

276. [House of Representatives, 16th Territorial Legislature, Jan.-Mar. 1943, Crystal Snow Jenne, back row, third from right.]


278. Juneau and Skagway B.P.O.E. base-ball teams, Juneau, May 30, 1907. [George T. Snow, 3rd from right, similar photo #28]. (Case & Draper)

279. [George T. Snow.]
JUNEAU PARADES, CELEBRATIONS

280. ["July 4th, 1915, Juneau."

281. [4th of July Parade? Uniformed men marching in street, young boys on boardwalk.]

282. ["July 4, 1916, Juneau, Alaska. All wild flowers in flag". Flag-draped vehicle in front of C.W. Young Company, men standing at the front and back of the vehicle.]

283. [Preparedness\[sic.\] parade. July 4th, Juneau, Alaska. [Decorated boat on wheels going down street].


285. [Juneau, Alaska. Fourth of July parade? Uniformed soldiers holding rifles marching up street, 2nd Street is the cross street.]

286. [Group of men (fraternal organization?) marching in stadium in front of large crowd.]

287. ["Joe took this picture of Fooloo (?) on the float. Good isn't it?" Juneau, Alaska. Picture of float going down street in Fourth of July parade?]


289. [Group of men marching up street carrying "Baby Elk" sign, Newman Paint Store in background.]

290. [Uniformed soldiers holding rifles marching down street.]

291. [Fourth of July parade?, Group of men marching up street, some with musical instruments.]

292. [Fourth of July parade?, SERVICE TRANSFER truck going down street, followed by group of people.]

293. [Fourth of July parade?, Hook & ladder fire truck and fire hose truck following group of people down street.]

294. [Fourth of July parade? Man on horse carrying flag, riding before group of men carrying musical instruments (Moose Lodge? picture of moose on banner, Juneau, Alaska.]
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JUNEAU LANDSLIDE, JAN. 2, 1920

295. Before the landslide of Jan. 2nd, 1920, [View of Juneau from dock area?, shows Alaska Soda Co. bldg. and homes on the hillside]. (W.P. Co.)


298- [Photos showing damage to bldgs. and rubble after the Jan. 2, 1920 landslide in Juneau.]

BUILDINGS, INTERIORS, ETC.

311. [Church, probably located in Sitka.]

312- [Mansion on hill, probably in Sitka.]

313.

314. [Postcard showing Seward train station, dated Jan. 7, 1922, addressed to Mr. & Mrs. C.P. Jenne from the Craggs.]

315. [Log cabin and shed in clearing "White Sulphur Springs? similar to #322.]

316. [Postcard of an unidentified house "What were the other pictures you wanted? I have the films all mixed up and can't remember. D--"].

317. [Two men painting on ladders up against house.]

318. Sitka Hot Springs.

319. [Photo of small house.]

320. New Public School - Juneau, Alaska [Jenne house above, just left of center house.] (W.P. Co.)

321. No. 2, Juneau High [Grade.] School [Similar to #320. "This is an old picture showing the vacant lot before our building was put up. See your house"].

322. ["White Sulphur Springs" Log cabin and shed in rocky clearing; similar to #315.]
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323. [Partially burned bldg. "Side next to cable office. Fire started near the place where your stamps are."]

324. [Partially burned bldg. "Side next to cold storage."]

325. Old church at Bennet, 5-31-14 (L.E.M.)

326. [Church on hill, four people walking down hill from church.]

327. Greek Church, Sitka, C.P.J. [Russian Greek Church, Sitka.]

328. [Old log cabin church in Juneau (Northern Light Presbyterian church).]

329-330. [Interior views of Bertha White's house in Coupeville, WA, showing furniture (she was Dr. Charles Jenne's mother).]

331. [Interior view of the Jenne house in Juneau? showing a Christmas tree.]

332. [Interior views of a church decorated for Christmas (Russian church?).]

333. MISCELLANEOUS PHOTOS

JUNEAU, SITKA (STREET SCENES, PEOPLE, ETC.)

334. [Interior views of a church decorated for Christmas (Russian church?).]

335. [Partially burned bldg. "Side next to cold storage."]

336. [Old church at Bennet, 5-31-14 (L.E.M.).]

337. [Colored postcard of young girl, addressed to Chas. Jenne, dated Nov. 17, 1908, writing on front and back of postcard, from "Elva," probably an old girlfriend of Dr. Jenne's.]

338. [Colored postcard of "The Famous Artesian Mineral Springs Natatorium" looks like child's printing on back.]

339. [B&W postcard of Mollie Walsh, "roadhouse girl of White Pass Trail".]

340. No. 54, Grotto Geyser, Y.N.P. [Colored postcard, addresses to Mrs. Ira S. Merritt, Seattle, Wash. from Tom].

341. The old Hotel Washington in 1906. The hill shown was 200 feet above the present street level, to realize the change see post card 3058. [Colored postcard.]

342. [Alaskan forget-me-nots postcard with picture of dog on front "Baldy of Nome".]

343. [No. 54, Grotto Geyser, Y.N.P. [Colored postcard, addresses to Mrs. Ira S. Merritt, Seattle, Wash. from Tom].

344. [B&W postcard of Mollie Walsh, "roadhouse girl of White Pass Trail".]

345. [Partially burned bldg. "Side next to cold storage."]
344. Liberty Bell, cP.P.I.E. 1915 E326 [B&W postcard].

345. [Thanksgiving cheer and prosperity colored postcard.]

346. [Two unidentified men and one woman, possibly Carol Beery Davis.]

347. [Men on flat scow barge, Canadian Bank of Commerce and Virginia Hotel in background, possibly Whitehorse or Dawson.]

348. [Douglas, Alaska.]

349. [Douglas, Alaska.]

350. [Skagway, Alaska.]

351. ["Skagway, Alaska but printed from wrong side of film, should be reversed."]

352. [Juneau; fire-damaged photo.]


354. ["Transport HENDERSON with Pres. Harding at Juneau."]

355. ["U.S. transport with Pres. Harding onboard arriving at Juneau."]

356. ["Destroyer with President Harding at Juneau"].

357. ["U.S. destroyer at Juneau."]


360. Port?-House "NORTHWESTERN," Juneau, Alaska, 1/22/16 (W.P. Co.)


362. [B&W postcard of an unidentified ship.]

363. [Two unidentified boats in a river, possibly mining operations.]

364. [Unidentified possible Hard rock mining operation.]

365. Hoonah, Alaska (C.P.J.)
366. Hoonah, Alaska (C.P.J.)

367. [Picture of an unidentified graveyard in a wooded area.]

368. [Juneau, Alaska. Unidentified ship coming into harbor Capitol building under construction.]

369. [Unidentified ship.]

370. [Juneau, Alaska. Unidentified ship.]

371. [Sailors from German cruiser EMDEN at Juneau, July Fourth, ca. 1932.]

372. [Juneau, Alaska. Sailors from German cruiser EMDEN.]

373. [President Harding during visit to Alaska with group of men.]

374. [Man sitting on steps of house holding dog.]

375. [Juneau, 1917; large snowfall in Juneau, probably Front Street.]

376. [Juneau, Alaska. Salmon Creek Dam.]

377. [Juneau, Alaska. Salmon Creek Dam.]

378. [Two men standing in front of picket fence.]

379. Old Steve Gee on the war pass, Mar. 22, 1915  [Man standing next to a log, holding a gun].

380. [Four well-dressed men standing in front of house.]

381. Lake Bennett, 5-30-14, (L.?)

382. Perseverance [Mine scene, near Juneau, Alaska]. (C.P.J.)

383. [Juneau, ca 1917; snow scene on downtown street, Nelson's shoe store background.]

384. 3P-5, Juneau, Alaska. (Ordway-Neff)

384a.  [Downtown Juneau, Fourth Street cross-street.]

385. [Man doing backbend in front of group of people on beach area.]
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386. [Three Native men standing, one man sitting in front of building.]

387. [Juneau, Alaska. Smoke rising off of Douglas Island, possible fire at Treadwell or Douglas.]

388. [Formal portrait of young man in suit.]

389. [No photo for this number.]

390. [Group of women and children on boat.]

391. [Group of women, hand-in-hand, scaling steep mountain trail.]

392. [Three women in fine dresses and hats, sitting on boat, "From Crystal to Mont, Crystal Snow on right?.]

393. ["Richard Gregory Robinson III, 6 mos., 5 days"; photo of baby in wicker baby seat with adult off to side.]

394. [Man and woman standing in front of house.]

395. [Two women and one man holding Cornell University? banner.]

396. [Group of nine women.]

397. [Two women next to river and waterfall; same women as #396.]

398. [Young woman in dress holding purse standing in front of house.]

399. [Young woman seated on a horse-drawn carriage.]

400. [Young boy in short pants and knee-length coat holding long-stemmed flower.]

401. [Woman and young boy standing together in garden area.]

402. [Young woman and man sitting on rock in wooded area, possibly brother and sister.]

403. [Man and woman formally dressed, possible wedding photo.]

404. [Two man and woman formally dressed, possible wedding photo; similar to #403.]

405. [Two young children sitting on sleds in the snow.]

406. [Two women seated, in formal dress and large feathered, flowered hats.]

407. [Postcard of native woman nursing child; postcard addressed to "Mr. Chas. Jenne, Coupville, Wash., "Seward, Alaska, Jan. 4, '08, You are next".]

408. [Late model car in creek, two men standing on bank.]

409. [Late model car in creek, man bending over front of car.]

410. [Two men standing on and one man in front of old-time tractor?]

411. [Dog lying on boardwalk, house in background.]

412. [Possible fur farm, three minks in a cage.]

413. [Train (Southern? Lines) at railroad crossing, car waiting for train to pass.]

414. [WILLARD B. boat in water, four men on board.] (C.P.J.)

415. [Hunter with gun standing in front of four deer, strung on a pole.]

416. [Three men in front of cabin, two deer hung up on side of cabin.]

417. [Man and woman walking on deck of steamship, cannons along edge of ship's deck "Welcome, B.P.O. Elks" banner on dock in background.]

418. [Group of people on deck of steamship; similar to #417.]

419. [Group of people around bi-plane in open field, car in background.]

420. [Group of people around bi-plane, "Stranded on the beach about 75 miles from home".]

421. [David Reischl, 1938 graduate, Juneau High School.]

422. [Leonard Lowell, 1938 graduate, Juneau High School.]

423. [Dolores Smith, 1938 graduate, Juneau High School.]

424. [Richard Aiken, 1938 graduate, Juneau High School.]

425. [Beatrice Primavera, 1938 graduate, Juneau High School.]

426. [Group of people around bi-plane; similar to #s 419-420.]

427. [Riverbank town; possibly in Canada. "Union Jack" flag in foreground.] (2522)
428. [Unidentified Native woman in fine dress, standing against a wall holding flowers.]
   (Vaughan & Keith, 14 Grant Ave., San Francisco)

**PHOTOS AROUND ALASKA**
**FAIRBANKS, INTERIOR ALASKA, ETC., EARLY 1900'S**


430. [Excursion steamer on famous Inside Passage of Alaska.]

431. ["Placer mining is now done by big dredges, supplanting the old time miner and his pan Canadian-2" on side of building.] (Merl. La Voy, Seattle)

432. ["Seward and Resurrection Bay where the government railway connects with the steamship lines. This railroad cost $56,000,000." On verso of photo: "Suggested for article No. 1".] (14518).

433. Quartz Cr., Y.T.C., 2/15 1909 [arched bough of tree covered with snow "Real snow scene for Mrs. Snow, To Mrs. Geo. T. Snow from Chas. R. Stulemier?, editor, DAWSON NEWS, Aug. 17, 1921, Discovery Day, 25th anniversary, Keep to the trail, Mush on!"] (Kelly Photo)

434. [Two children holding large rhubarb stalks in rhubarb field "A rhubarb garden at Skagway."] (Asahel Curtis, Commercial Photographer, Seattle, Wash.)

435. Y.M.C.A. Camera Club [Two men and three woman with cameras sitting on trail overlooking the town of Skagway.] (Case & Draper, 302)

436. Shooting Whitehorse Rapids, copyright 1906. [People in boat going through rapids]. (Case & Draper, 323)

437. Fortune Bay, along proposed Lynn Canal coast line, July 24, 1900. [Large overturned boat, with small boat alongside with group of people in it; two men standing on coast line.] (Case & Draper)

438. [No photo for this number.]

439. [No photo for this number.]


441. Elk's Falls. (Case & Draper, 365)
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442. Island's Sitka, Alaska. (Case & Draper, 426)


444. Pitchfork Falls along the W.P. & Y.R. (326 crossed out and 404 written over it).] (Case & Draper, 326)

445. Hydraulic-mining, Atlin, B.C., copyright 1906. (Case & Draper, 305)

446. Miles Canyon as it is seen from the White Pass R.R. near Whitehorse. (Case & Draper, 401)

447. Str. White Horse in Five Finger Rapids, Copyright 1904 by Hamacker & Doody, Whitehorse, Y.T. (Case & Draper, 395)

448. [A home and flower garden near Fairbanks. (Asahel Curtis, Commercial Photographer, Seattle, Wash, 29173)

449. ["Herd of reindeer at Mountain Village", group of men standing on beach. (Asahel, Commercial Photographer, Seattle, Wash.)

450. ["Diagram showing value of Alaska products, 1867-1919, $943,867,571".]

451. Four acres of oats, Fairbanks, Alaska. [Man standing in field of oats]. (Huey Foto)

452. [Men standing in front of Nordale Hotel--Fairbanks?, Alaska.] (Huey Foto)

453. ["Jorgensen & Nelson 17 Goldstream"; mining operation near Fairbanks, Alaska.]

454. ["Rye field in Tanana District"--man standing in rye field.] (291378, Curtis & Miller)

455. [Train leaving Anchorage with the Congressional party for the trip over the government railroad to Fairbanks and return.]

456. ["A Pribilof Island seal herd".]. (Asahel Curtis, Commercial Photographer, Seattle, 296?83)

457. ["An Alaskan field of barley", Man standing in barley field. Asahel Curtis, Commercial Photographer, Seattle, Wash.] (29160, Curtis)

458. ["Trestle construction on the government railroad along the line between Seward and Anchorage."]
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459. ["Fairbanks waterfront and the Tanana River."] (Asahel Curtis, Commercial Photographer, Seattle, Wash., 29156, Curtis)

460. ["Vegetable garden at Fairbanks"]. (Asahel Curtis, Commercial Photographer, Seattle, Wash., 29172)

461. ["The Bonanza King Mine at LaTouche"]. (Asahel Curtis, Commercial Photographer, Seattle, Wash)

462. Yukon Native and bride (Huey & Laws, No. 124?, Nome)


464. ["Ketchikan, the second largest city in Alaska."] (Curtis & Miller, Seattle)

465. ["Salmon cannery at Petersburg."] (29018, Curtis & Miller)


467. Plant, Chatanika. [Mining operation at Chatanika.] (Foto by Huey)

468. Natives making crib boards. (Huey)

469. Hosford and Co. No. 1, Ester Creek. [Mining operation at Ester Creek.] (Huey)

470. Siberian Native fisherman. [Native fisherman standing by kayak and fish drying rack.] (Huey)

471. Oat field, Fairbanks, Alaska. (Huey Foto)


473. No. 13. Cleary, E.M. Key 2 operator [Mining operation].

474. Chatanika baseball team, 1910. (Huey and Hyland Foto)

475. Fairbanks, Alaska, July 4th, 1910. No. 7. [Fourth of July parade with young girls in a car, each of them wearing a banner from a different state. The Fair View Hotel in the background.] (Huey and Hyland Foto)

476. A Fairbanks garden. [Woman hoeing vegetable garden with log cabin in background]. (Huey Foto)
477. ["The United States Coast Guard BEAR photographed in the ice floes at Point Barrow by Asahel Curtis"]. (31306)

478. [Fairbanks Lumber Co. and H.C. Davis Sash & Door Factory, possibly on the banks of the Chena River in Fairbanks, Alaska.] (Huey)

479. ["Cordova, Alaska. Tidewater terminus of the Copper River Railway, and center of mining activity for the Copper River district."]


481. N.C. Co. Employees [sic.], Fairbanks, Alaska. (Dobbs)

482. Anvik Mission, Yukon River. (Huey)

THEATRICAL PHOTOS

483. [Man with gray hair/beard looking upward.] (Boyden, Nanaimo)

484. [Man with long, curly dark hair and moustache in sailor outfit? looking upward.] (Boyden, Nanaimo)

485. [Man with long, curly dark hair and moustache in sailor outfit? looking upward.] (McMurray Photo, Port Townsend, W.T.)

486. [Man sitting on chair, looking downward, hat sitting on table next to him; on verso: "Nos. 127 & 129 First St., Portland, Ogn."] (Frank G. Abell Photo)

487. Juan Tudor. El director de la compenia? Hispano Americana. [Two men in costume, one on the back of the other]. (Houseworth's Celebrities, 12 Montgomery St., San Francisco)

488. A.C. Phillips as Capt. Fairweather. [Man saluting, looking upward]. (McMurray Photo, Port Townsend, W.T.)

489. [Woman in shoulder-length hair, looking upward.] (McMurray Photo, Port Townsend, W.T.)

490. [Young man in knickers, short-waist jacket, and white bow tie, looking upward.] (McMurray Photo, Port Townsend, W.T.)

491. [Man with smirk on his face, looking upward; hair combed into a point on top of his head.]
492. [Man in dress suit standing with arm over back of chair.] (McMurray Photo, Port Townsend, W.T.)

493-495. [Dr. Charles Jenne as a young man possibly with brother and father.]

496-498. [Dr. Charles Jenne as a young man.]

499-500. [Dr. Charles Jenne as a young man with other young man, unidentified.]

OUTDOOR SCENES AROUND SOUTHEAST ALASKA

501. [Boat out in bay.]

502. [Boat in ice, chain hanging off bow onto ice.]

503. [Water shot of bay, trees in background.]

504. [Photo showing rooftops of several buildings through haze.]

505. [Men in baseball uniforms on field.]

506. [Photo of mountains, water.]

507. [Two men walking down boardwalk toward cannery?, many barrels in foreground to left of boardwalk.]

508. [Photo of bay, mountains in background, homes in foreground.]

509. [Man standing in doorway of building, whale carving in front.]

510. [Waterfall coming down hillside, building at top of hill.]

511. [Icebergs in water, mountains in background.]

512. [Mining or logging camp? buildings on cleared hillside, flume coming down from top of hill.]

513. [Boats in water, buildings along shoreline.]

514. [Men in field, marching cannon and American flag in foreground; Army barracks,
possibly Ft. Seward.]

515. [Possibly Ft. Seward Barracks with mountains in background.]

516. [Small island in body of water.]

517. [Snow scene with ice formations hanging down.]

518. [Small island in body of water, mountains in background.]

519. [Ice floes in water, mountains in background.]

520. [Townsite, possibly early Juneau or Ketchikan.]

521. [Mining-related equipment (metal cages?).]

522. [Tidelands; buildings, water in background.]

523. [Cannery in possibly located in Southeastern Alaska.]

524. [Possibly Ft. Seward Barracks, men in field, cannon in foreground.]

525. [Unidentified town.]

526. [Boat in water, houses on shore.]

527. [Boat in water.]

528. [Tidelands, mountains in background.]

529. [Tidelands, mountains in background.]

530. [Possibly Fort Seward.]

531. [Houses along shoreline, mountains in background.]

532. [Three-masted boat alongside dock.]

533. [House in background along shoreline.]

534. [Unidentified cannery scene.]

535. [Fisherman pulling in net full of fish.]

536. [House and small cabins.]
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537. [Juneau waterfront, Rainier Beer sign in foreground.]

538. [Tidewater flats, early Juneau area?]

539. [Tidewater flats, buildings in background.]

540. [L. to R. Crystal Snow Jenne, Dr. Charles P. Jenne, George T. Snow, Anna Rablen Snow, young Joe Snow (Monte's son), Mabel "Dillie" McDill Snow (Monte's wife), old Joe Snow, seated on beach area.]

541. [Old mining or logging camp?]

542. [Unidentified lake in a forested area.]

543. [Men in uniform standing and seated in field, row of buildings in background, possibly a military camp.]

544. [Men in uniform walking down road, rows of buildings along side of road.]

545. [Man walking in field, rows of buildings in background.]

546. [Two boats in water, mountains in background.]

547. [Wooded scene of shoreline.]

548. [Wooded scene of shoreline.]

549. [Unidentified mining operation.]

550. [Large group of uniformed men lined up in front of what appear to be barracks.]

551. [Several men in large open field, buildings in background.]

552. [Two totems in front of building.]

553. [Buildings; similar to #552.]

554. [Native woman? in hat and blanket kneeling on ground, back to camera; buildings similar to #'s 552 and 553.]

555. [Two Native boys, holding hats, standing in front of house.]

556. [Totems in front of buildings, woman with child walking up stairs of building.]
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557. [Two boats in water.]

MISCELLANEOUS PHOTOS (PEOPLE, SCENIC VIEWS, ETC)

558. [Dazie Stromstadt, pianist; accompanied Crystal on 1908 concert tour of Yukon and Alaska.]

559- 561. [George T. Snow's Y.O.O.P. gavel.]

562. U.S. plane in Mexico, Jan. 30, 1919 [postcard addressed to J.A. (Joe) Snow, Juneau, from "Chas" (Dr. Jenne?).]

563. [Two men, two women, four children standing in a row in front of a glacier.]

564. [Three men standing on ship?, one man in uniform.]

565. [Large group of men, women, and children standing outside in front of wooden building, trees in background.]

566. [Eight men in work clothes standing with house in background.]

567. [Man in suit, dress overcoat, and hat standing in front of picket fence.]

568. [Two men standing in front of picket fence.]

569. [Four children standing in snow down by shoreline, building off to the right, mountains in background.]

570. [Group of men standing around three old-time automobiles in front of WM. F. MERCHANT AUTOMOBILES, MOTORCYCLES AND BICYCLES shop.]


572. [Three men standing against side of building.]

573. [Three men standing against side of building.]

574. [Group of men standing, talking to each other, large shed in background.]

575. [Two men sitting on steps, man on left holding dog in his lap.]

576. [Man and dog along rocky beach.]
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577. [Man bending over woodpile.]

578-  [Unidentified boat in water.]
582.

583. [Mast of boat, mountains and trees shown in background.]

584. [Men in suits playing baseball, group of men spectators, buildings in background.]

585. [Decorated Christmas tree inside home.]

586. [Totem pole in front of abandoned building.]

587. [Building with wooden tracks going up side of hill.]

588. [Group of buildings along coast.]

589. [Unidentified village? Group of buildings along coast.]

590. [Deer standing next to shed.]

591. [Similar photo to #590.]

592. [Three women and one man standing at base of glacier; right half of photo whited out.]

593. [Group of buildings along coast.]

594. [Icicles hanging from snow-covered cliff.]

595. [Building atop rocky, forested coastal area.]

596. [Building on island.]

597. [Tree-cleared area, mountains in background.]

598. [Small pond in wooded area.]

599. [Buildings along coastal area, boats in water, mountains in background.]

600. [Coastal area, trees in water.]

601. [John Tonkin, Jane Tonkin Rablen's brother; Jane Tonkin Rablen was Anna Rablen Snow's mother.]
602. [Postcard to Mrs. G.T. Snow from Crystal, postmarked Whitehorse, probably from 1908 concert tour of Yukon and Interior Alaska.]

603. [Postcard to Mrs. G.T. Snow from Crystal, postmarked Sept. 17, 1908, Seattle, on board S.S. SENATOR, headed to Nome, postcard dated 8/29/08, probably from 1908 concert tour of Yukon and Interior Alaska.]

604. Arctic Gallery 40 mile [Interior of Healy cabin in Fortymile where the Snow's stayed (1894) after crossing the Chilkoot Pass; See also #s 74, 110-112.]

"FORGOTTEN DAYS"
An 1894 trip to the Yukon via Chilcoot Pass in April
by Crystal Snow Jenne


II. Dyea - the old trading post.
Fording the river. First Camp. Rice sighing [?.] trees, camp fire smoke - Balsam odor.
Fear in the night. BEARS!

III. Pleasant camp. MICE thp sore throat - kerosine. The "COWBOYS".

IV. Sheep Camp
Mysterious thief. Miners meeting. Earie night and thought of the sentence imposed. Majesty of the LAW. Community protection. Man's very life hangs upon his trust in fellow man and all pioneers have same interests.

V. Chilcoot Pass.
Packing - pack straps - 100 lbs.
Sledding - By hand -[?.] Date, 500 to [1000 lbs?] No dogs
Caching - Marking cache, so can find.

VI. We played at being Eskimos while our elders gamed with death.
Summits last pitch.
Hole in the snow
Fairyland -
The top peak.
Above the world.
Sun on icicles.
Snow Blindness.
"Frying Pan Pass" story.

VII. "The other side"
Coasting - Darkness - Cold - Cowboy's Camp
Hospitality - 'Ladies and children first' coffee-bacon[?]
Bacon smell, Campfire.

VIII. Lake Lindeman - Camp surprise squirrels -
Slush ice. "Wolverine!"- Thirty miles on slush ice. Sun Rise on Lake Bennett. 'The soft bed of rocks!'

IX. CAMP BENNETT Sunburn, Rabbits,
Camp robbers, mushrooms, odors of the Forest - tulips, chipmunk nests. Whipsawing - Forest echoes.
Birthday parties - grouse eggs - wolverine again. Boat building - caulking, pitching. launching. SAILING.


XI. At last the Yukon. The current - The mud - The banks close by, Swallows. Horseshoe Bend.

XII. Miles Canyon - The current - pull for your life. The right bank. Safety. Freckles - Sunburn. The thunderstorm. "Running the canyon". The eddie [sic.]. 'ALL SAFE'.

XIII. WHITEHORSE. 'Bill Daisy'. 'NO GRUB' - Portage man's hand waving underwater.

XIV. The River. Cottonwoods - Making as balm of Gillead - Budding like snake heads. Mountain Goats - Sand bars. Plenty of time. 'Which side of rock shall we go?'

XV. FIVE FINGER RAPIDS. Biscuits - Loose stove pipe - Suicidal maniac. Over the brink. 'The other side of the Big Rock'- Watching the small boat thru. Left in the mud.

XVI [sic.] The men go moose hunting. 'Sweepers'. Indian Graves - Salmon eggs - Forty file in sight. 'Boat sinking' Bottom of River comes up.

XVII FORTY MILE AT LAST. Napoleon DuPres - The [Bed?].
THE SLOUGH - Shorty rides a horse across.

CIRCLE CITY {END}